
WATERTRON 3000



Abstract
Watering crops in desert climates is expensive and harms the
environment. The WATERTRON 3000 solves these problems
using solar and thermal power. We use affordable materials
like aluminum, PVC, and reflective insulation to heat water,
which causes evaporation and then condensation. Our design
effectively heated water and caused condensation, but water
did not drip well from the tubing. In conclusion, the solar-
thermal powered WATERTRON 30000 could help save the
environment and money.



Problem Statement 
In desert climates, irrigation is 
expensive and harmful to the 
environment because it creates 
waterlog and uses electricity to 
move the water.



Background Research
Q: Does Aluminum conduct heat?
A: Aluminum tends to reflect a lot of heat1

Q: How does irrigation hurt the environment? 
A: Areas drenched by irrigation can become    
waterlogged thought anaerobic decomposition2



Design Requirements
• Environmentally friendly
• Requires high-sun environment
• Can be made from affordable 
materials
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Preliminary Design



Procedures
• Cut the aluminum cans in half

•Attach half inch PVC elbow to the swivel fitting

•Drill a hole every half inch on PVC tube then
connect to PVC elbows

• Cut plastic bottles three fourth to the top, connect 
the top to the swivel fitting and bottom to aluminum 
can



•Make two cardboard boxes that are L=7” W=7” 
H=4.5” 

•Cut insulator to size and tape in box at an angle
• Put aluminum cans in each box

Procedures cont.



FINAL DESIGN



Testing Procedures
•Testing condensation
•Heat WATERTRON 3000 (minus the boxes) using 

pans on the stove and bring water to boil, 
observe condensation.

•Testing heating capability
•Put the WATERTRON 3000 outside and check 

temperature every 30 minuets for 2 hours.
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Data Analysis 



Conclusion 
The WATERTRON 3000 heated up well 
(up to 100℉ ) and had some 
condensation but didn’t drip water.
Why didn’t it drip?
I think It didn’t drip because the the 
condensation didn’t reach the drip pipe



Alternative Approach
I would build the drip pipe in an arch shape 

rather than as a straight tube. The arch 
shape would have a better steam flow then a 
straight line and carry the steam farther so 
that it drips in the center of the pipe.
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